This illustration of the Moabite
Woman appearing to choke the Eagle,
which here is symbolic of the fiction created that is not, never was, and never
can be you, as you are the Flesh and
Blood being in Proper Person Status, endowed with unalienable / inalienable
Personal Liberties and Rights of Birth.
The fictional Eagle has been choking the
natural people and devouring the
posterity.
For those who may think this illustration is a bit on the rough side, it is
NOT rougher then having your child
kidnapped from you and placed in foster
homes to maintain corporate membership / citizenship, and ward-ship
tenures, which is slavery and human
trafficking of the natural people and
their posterity — YOU!
Stop the Fiction in mid-flight as shown above. The Eagle is utilized as the insignia
of the United States of America, which is a corporation, authorized under the Nation
State, the American National Government. The Eagle represents keen vision and accuracy. The Eagle’s nature is to mount it’s nest between the rock and the strong
place as it preys on the young and the weak. The Pyramid is the ancient symbol of
civilization and is the insignia of the Nation State and the Eagle is subordinate to it. Both
are found on the debt note representing ’two nations indivisible’. That debt is not the
debt of the Nationals, the Natural People of the Nation State, with many tribal or family
appellations, who are aboriginal and indigenous to the land, and are the Heirs apparent.
Do not confuse United States of America (U.S.A.) with the united states or with those of
a united state of mind, or with America (Almorocco). The authorization for the insignia of
the union states (U.S.A.) and for their ensign, the Star Spangled Banner, comes after
the agreement of peace to accept foreigners as naturalized citizens to share the land
and the resources. That agreement is the “Treaty of Peace and Friendship” and is fortified in the American Constitution under Article VI as the rules of engagement, for the
purpose of protecting the natural people from being molested by other citizens. The
Pyramid symbolizes the Trinity of Mind, Body and Soul, or Sun Moon and Rising, cosmologically. Let The Studies, Activity and Salvation Begin!
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